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News Release

The University of Dayton

Sept. 16, 1993
Contact: Teri Rizv·i

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON RESEARCHERS SEEK
BEST FUEL FOR NEXT GENERATION OF AIR FORCE JETS
DAYTON, Ohio-- University of Dayton researchers are testing more than 150 fuel
additive samples in their quest for an improved fuel that will safely power the next generation
of aircraft for the Air Force.
The improved fuel, which must withstand higher temperatures, will not only eliminate
the gums, carbons and deposits that clog critical engine parts but also cool components more
efficiently so aircraft can carry significantly less fuel on a mission.
Fuels and combustion researchers at the University of Dayton Research Institute are
seeking an additive package to Jet Propellant-S (JP-8), a new standard, environmentally
friendly military fuel set to replace gasoline/kerosene fuels in existing and new aircraft by the
mid-1990s. The research is part of a five-year, $11.5 million contract awarded to UD by the
Fuels and Lubrication Division, Aero Propulsion and Power Directorate, Wright Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Results of this research will be made available for the Air
Force's Integrated High Performance Turbine Engine Technology program, which is
sponsoring the development of advanced aircraft engines.
"We're developing and testing additives like the auto industry did years ago to stop
fouling in fuel injection systems," said William Harrison, section chief for fuels development
at Wnght Laboratory. "There's a similar problem in aircraft--but on a much larger scale."
Less than a handful of additive packages will pass the tests, according to one UD
researcher.
"The improved fuel must withstand temperatures up to 425" F--100" higher than the
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current specification," said Dilip R. Balla!, senior research engineer in the fuels and
combustion group at UDRI, a professor in UD's department of mechanical engineering and

' and deposits gums
the project's principal investigator. At high temperatures, fuel breaks down
and carbon, which cause sticking, fouling and clogging of fuel lines, filters and other critical
aircraft components; drive up maintenance costs; and threaten aircraft safety and reliability.
Gums and carbons deposited in some complex aircraft engine components, such as
fuel nozzles, usually make cleaning futile. "You have to remove the component and replace
it," Balla! said. Gums and carbons can also cause components to stick, which could change
engine thrust and make it difficult to accelerate and decelerate an aircraft.

"If there are deposits on walls of fuel nozzles, fuel doesn't get sprayed evenly, and
this uneven spraying could result in hot spots in the combustor, melting of combustor walls
and engine flameout during takeoff," Balla! said.
The new fuel, dubbed JP-8+100, must also increase JP-8's "heat sink"--its ability to
cool high-temperature components such as lubricating oils, the air-conditioning system, engine
components and valves--by 50 percent.
"Advanced aircraft must carry more fuel than what's required by the mission to ensure
there is enough fuel for cooling aircraft components," Balla! explained. "Fuel is the only heat
sink available, so any advancements we make are crucial in the short term and long term."
Increasing heat sink is also critical because supersonic aircraft, advanced fighters and
other next-generation aircraft will have lighter, more fuel-efficient engines that operate at
extremely high temperatures to provide greater performance, Balla! said.
Approximately 20 oil refineries and additive manufacturers are supplying samples to
UD for three levels of testing. Samples that perform well in the reduced-scale
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system simulator at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base will be used in field trials on actual
aircraft,y Balla! said.
The Air Force is also working closely with engine and component manufacturers in
developing the new fuel. "Engine companies and refineries must be convinced that the fuel
can be manufactured," Balla! said. "Otherwise the whole process wouldn't move forward."
To make the new fuel economical, the additive package must cost only a fraction of a
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cent per gallon, Harrison said. JP-8 costs about 75 cents a gallon, and the Air Force uses
about 8.4 million gallons of fuel a day.
"The potential benefit of JP-8+ 100 is expected to let the Air Force double the
maintenance interval for fuel system components on most aircraft and cut maintenance costs," ·
according to Harrison.
"We expect the new fuel technology will be used by commercial airlines and
potentially replace diesel fuel for ground-based operations," Ballal said. But he added that JP8+ 100 is only a short-term solution.
"Eventually, we'll need a fuel that can withstand 1,000· F for aircraft like the National
Aero-Space Plane."
Ballal was recently selected to receive the 1993 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (AIAA) Energy Systems Award for his contributions to combustion engineering,
pollution control and the application of aero-derived technology to power generation and
ground-based combustion systems.
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